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A new experiments-based methodology to define stability threshold for
any vehicle exposed to flooding
A vehicle exposed to flooding, after losing stability, becomes buoyant and may
be washed away with potential injuries and fatalities. Such vehicles cause
additional disruption to traffic that is already affected by flooding, which may
lead to substantial indirect economic impact, especially in urban areas. Therefore,
the analysis of the stability of vehicles exposed to flooding is important in order
to make decisions to reduce damages and hazards. In this research, based on an
experimental campaign that included a range of twelve car models, a new
methodology to obtain the stability threshold for any real vehicle exposed to
flooding is developed. A Stability Coefficient (SCmod) is derived with which the
vehicles can be sorted by stability against water flows and their stability functions
may be determined. The experiments were conducted with three different model
scales (1:14, 1:18 and 1:24) and involved analysis of both friction and buoyancy
effects, which made this the most comprehensive research study to date. This
methodology enables the definition of a stable area in the flow depth-velocity
domain for any real vehicle. A tool is provided that decision-makers in the field
of urban flood risk management can employ and after defining a design vehicle
they can obtain its corresponding stability threshold.
Keywords: Damage; experimental campaign; hazard; risk; urban flood; vehicles
stability

1.

Introduction

The number of vehicles in many cities seems to be ascending. Costs associated with
traffic disruption are an often overlooked indirect impact of flooding (Hammond et al.
2015). Thus, it is essential to analyse the hazard regarding vehicles exposed to flooding
in urban areas. The hazard study for vehicles exposed to water flows has to be based on
the determination of their stability threshold. The hazard must be understood as a part of
the risk, together with the vulnerability, which may be assessed from water depth and
velocity (Russo et al., 2013; Sanyal and Lu, 2006; Van Drie et al., 2013). These
hydraulic variables will determine the hazard level that might affect pedestrians

(Martínez-Gomariz et al., 2016a), vehicles and properties.
Vehicles stability will be compromised when the hydraulic variables (i.e. flow
depth (y) and velocity (v)) exceed a certain threshold, similar to the stability threshold
of pedestrians exposed to water flows (Abt et al., 1989; Russo et al., 2013; Xia et al.,
2014; Falconer et al., 2015). However, in the case of vehicles, characteristics (e.g.
weight, shape and design) will determine the level of stability. A comprehensive state of
the art regarding stability criteria for flooded vehicles proposed so far was developed by
Martínez-Gomariz et al. (2016b).
There are three typical modes of vehicle instability: floating, sliding and
toppling; the most frequent are the first two and in most cases the instability occurs as a
combination of both, floating and sliding. The vehicles instability in case of floods can
generate tangible direct damages due to the physical contact of water with them, but
also indirect tangible damages (like loss of production) due to traffic disruption.
Moreover, after losing stability the vehicle becomes buoyant and may be washed away
colliding with urban elements, with potential injuries or fatalities (intangible damage).
In this context, vehicles might be considered as massive debris washed away by the
flood that could generate significant economic damage and compromise pedestrian
safety. The city of Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Spain) on 19th October 2014 was struck by a
flood caused by 139.2 mm rainfall over 15 hours, which was the highest recorded
precipitation in the last 70 years. The consequences of this event were tangible and
intangible damage: electricity cut-off for more than 4000 users, many vehicles flooded
and washed away, massive material damages in properties and urban elements, two
injured pedestrians and one death.
This paper presents firstly the definition of hydrodynamic forces acting on a
flooded vehicle. Then the experimental set-up is outlined, where all the stability tests

were carried out, and the choice and adequacy of model vehicles are discussed. A
comprehensive description of the experimental campaign is presented next, including
the case studies, evaluation of the tyre-ground friction coefficient, determination of
buoyancy, influence of the scale effects and results regarding the experimental tests of
stability. In this paper, a new methodology to obtain the stability threshold for any real
vehicle exposed to flooding is proposed which is validated on the basis of the results of
previous authors. Moreover, a comparative study with other stability criteria is carried
out. Finally, some conclusions are presented regarding the methodology proposed.
2.

Hydrodynamics forces acting on a flooded vehicle

When a vehicle is exposed to flooding it is subjected to forces due to flow and reaction
forces due to the contact with the ground. The acting flow forces are the drag force (FD )
and the buoyancy force (Fb ), and the ground reaction forces are the normal force (FN )

and the frictional force (FR ) (Figure 1).

Sliding instabilities will occur when water drag force (FD ) reaches frictional

force (FR ) produced between tyre and ground. On the other hand, a buoyancy instability
(i.e. no flow velocity) will be reached when the vertical pushing force (Fv) applied by

the water is entirely due to the buoyancy force (Fb ) (1) and equal to gravitational force
(Fg ) (due to vehicle weight).

Fb = γw ∙ Vw

(1)

where γw is the water specific weight, and Vw is the water volume displaced by the

vehicle.

Nevertheless, when it concerns to hydrodynamic conditions (i.e. flow velocity)

the vertical pushing force (Fv) is composed by both buoyancy (Fb) and lift force (FL).

Although, for high velocities the effect of buoyancy could be neglected, thereby
considering only the effect of lift force (FL) (2).
1

𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 = 2 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣 2 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 𝐴𝐴

(2)

where ρw is the water density; v is the water velocity; CL is the lift coefficient, and A is

the submerged area of the projection of submerged part of vehicle perpendicular to flow
direction.
Forces Fv and Fg can be jointly called the effective vehicle weight (FG ) as was

proposed in Shu et al. (2011), as follows:

𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 = 𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 − 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣

where:
•
•

(3)

Fg = γc ∙ Vc with γc : vehicle specific weight and Vc : vehicle volume

𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 + 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 : vertical pushing force due to buoyancy (Fb) and lift (FL) effects
Furthermore, the frictional force (FR ) can be divided into four wheels when two

axles are blocked (Figure 1), or into two wheels, when only one axle is blocked. Herein
both axles will be considered blocked. In addition, the vehicles have to be considered
sealed when the water depth rises. The frictional force is expressed as:
𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 = 𝜇𝜇 ∙ 𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁

(4)

where µ is the friction coefficient between tyre and ground; and FN is the normal

reaction force, which is equal to effective vehicle weight (FG ) as long as the vehicle is

parked on a flat ground.

The force due to flow is the drag force (FD ) and it may be expressed as:

1

𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 = 2 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣 2 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴

(5)

where ρw is the water density; v is the water velocity; Cd is the drag coefficient, which

depends on Reynolds number and the shape of vehicle; and A is the submerged area of
the projection of submerged part of vehicle perpendicular to flow direction.

Evidently, the system of forces is a simplification of the real situations due to
unpredictability of water when a flooding occurs. It is a time-dependent process since
when the water depth raises and the vehicle specific weight (FG ) varies, therefore a
lower water drag force (FD ) is needed in considering vehicle instability.
3.

Experimental campaign

3.1.

Description of the experimental set-up

The experimental tests to study the stability of vehicles exposed to water flows were
carried out in the flume of the hydraulic laboratory of the Technical University of
Catalonia (Spain). The horizontal flume is 20 m long and has a square cross section 60
by 60 cm. A rectangular motorized weir is used to specify the downstream boundary
condition when flow regime is subcritical. It is made of glass walls and Bakelite bed,
with slopes ranging from 0% to 4%. A pumping system, composed of two pumps able
to pump 60 l·s-1 and 90 l·s-1 respectively and working in dry conditions, supplies the
water to the flume. The water is pumped to a constant level tank from where it is
partially diverted to the flume, through two motorised sluice gates, while the rest is
introduced into the recirculation system, through a side weir. After the sluice gates the
water is stored in another reservoir with a V-notch weir, which allows discharge
measurement. The calculus of the discharge through the V-side weir flume has been
carried out by the Kindsvater-Shen method (USBR, 1997), employing an effective

discharge coefficient for partially contracted weirs:
𝑄𝑄 = 1.366 ∙ ℎ

5�
2

(6)

where Q is the discharge and h is the hydraulic head over the weir crest.

A local slope steel model was constructed according to the design shown in

Figure 2. It has been placed in the most upstream zone of the laboratory flume and the
aims of its constructions are listed below:
(1) To enable efficient setting up of various slopes (instead of modifying the slope
of the entire flume)
(2) To reach steady flow quicker and save time and effort during the tests since the
sluice gates control panel is close to this zone
(3) To obtain multiple combinations of discharges and slopes, hence varying water
depths and velocities. In addition, it is possible to test the scale model vehicles
in a flat zone
(4) To carry out tests with supercritical and subcritical flows, thus assessing the
complete domain of instability points according to the results of previous studies
(Figure 2)
(5) The ground of this local slope set-up is raised 15 cm over the flume ground. This
feature allowed setting a downstream boundary condition in the local slope setup itself when a 0% slope is established (i.e. subcritical flow regime occurs). In
order to set the downstream boundary condition, a manually adjustable weir was
installed (Figure 2), otherwise the motorised weir placed downstream of the
flume should be used.
A one-dimensional numerical model was developed in order both to define the
design of the local slope physical model and to programme the experimental campaign.
The ODE (i.e. ordinary differential equation) corresponding to the gradually varied flow
equation was integrated on the basis of Runge-Kutta 4th order numerical method
(Butcher 2000). When a 0% slope is set the subcritical flow occurs in the flat zone, thus
a downstream to upstream integration is carried out with fixed downstream water depth.

With a steep non-zero slope supercritical flow regime occurs in the flat zone, therefore
an upstream to downstream integration is carried out. In supercritical conditions a
sufficient length for the slope reach was assumed to reach the normal depth condition at
the end of it in order to set this value as an upstream boundary condition for the flat
zone. Once the physical model was constructed a calibration and validation process was
carried out. A Manning roughness coefficient of 0.010 m-1/3·s was adopted, and the
adequate length of the slope model was ensured in order to reach normal depth
condition. The testing section, where measurements of water depth and velocity were
taken, was placed one meter from the most downstream section of the flat reach. The
one-dimensional calibrated model enabled to define (prior to experiments) the
combinations of discharges and slopes needed to assess the sufficient number of depthvelocity pairs, in order to cover the whole depth-velocity domain according to the
results of previous studies. In addition, the location of the hydraulic jump in the flat
reach was studied in order to ensure that it was sufficiently away from the testing
section.
3.2.

Selection of tested models

Since the aim of this study is to propose a general approach to assessing the stability for
any vehicle exposed to flooding, a great variety of scale model vehicles were tested.
Firstly, a sample of 54 different real vehicles was looked at aiming to sort them
according to stability conditions. Three variables were considered in order to classify
the stability level of every vehicle: ground clearance, kerb weight and vehicle plan area.
Higher ground clearances and a higher vehicle weight increase the stability of any
vehicle. In the first case, higher water depth is needed to reach the chassis vehicle for
high ground clearance, thus buoyancy will start to take effect later. In the second case,
greater water volume displaced by the vehicle is needed to become buoyant for higher

weights. On the other hand, greater vehicles plan areas need lower water depths to reach
the water volume displaced by the vehicle needed to become buoyant. According to that
reasoning, a stability coefficient (SC) has been derived:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺∙𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐

(7)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

where GC is the ground clearance, Mc is the kerb weight and PA is the plan area.

Stability coefficients of the real vehicles sample ranged from 16.9 Kg·m-1 to 65.3 Kg·m1

. The model vehicles were chosen according to market availability and in order to be

representative of most of the vehicles. Finally, twelve scale model vehicles were
selected with stability coefficient ranging from 17.8 Kg·m-1 up to 83.2 Kg·m-1. The
model scale ratios considered were 1:14 for ten of them and 1:18 for two of them (Table
1).
The proposed indicator (SC) makes sense only when the vehicles comparison is
carried out among vehicles with same tyres, same maintenance status and on the same
ground. The most general conditions should be taken into account, including important
variable such as the friction coefficient (µ) between tyre and ground. The friction
coefficient, unlike other variables in the stability coefficient, is not straightforward to
obtain, but it enables the most general comparison between vehicles stability. In order to
consider the friction coefficient the modified stability coefficient (SCmod) is proposed
as:

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺∙𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

∙ 𝜇𝜇

(8)

In Table 1 the stability coefficients and the modified ones for each tested vehicle are
shown.

In order to follow the initial assumption of Froude similarity, the weight of each
scale model vehicle was adjusted up in order to obtain the same density as the
corresponding prototype. The interior of each scale model vehicle was filled with light
foam and surface treatment was carried out in order to prevent leakage of water. In this
way, the weight before and after the tests was the same and thus there was no variability
in the buoyancy conditions, unlike in the studies of Oshikawa et al. (2011) and Toda et
al. (2013). The four wheels for each model vehicle were locked, thus the frictional force
would be distributed to all of them.
3.3.

Experiments performed
The main aim of the experimental campaign was to determine the instability of

scale model vehicles for several hydraulic conditions (i.e. water depths and velocities)
in order to delineate a threshold stability function. However, some tests had to be
undertaken previously for the purpose of obtaining friction coefficients of each scale
model vehicle as well as the buoyancy depth for each one. Therefore, two preliminary
tests were carried out first, as detailed in the next subsection. In addition, after these
two, another test must be undertaken in order to determine the scale effects and to prove
the adequacy of the initial assumption of Froude similarity.
Friction coefficients and buoyancy tests
The friction coefficient between tyre and ground is a fundamental parameter in this
study. The value of this coefficient depends on tyre material, the ground surface and on
the condition of both the tyres and the road. In that respect, a comprehensive test has
been carried out to determine the friction coefficient of the tyres of the scale model
vehicles and the surface of the local slope set-up. In order to consider acceptable values,
they ranged between 0.25 and 0.75 according to friction coefficient studies of real

vehicles (Gerard, 2006).
Two procedures were conducted: one using a spring balance and the other based
on acceleration of an object on an inclined plane. The first test consists of applying a
force manually through a spring balance. The vehicle rests on the wetted surface of the
flat reach of the local slope set-up and the movement of the scale model vehicle
indicates that the frictional force has been reached (Figure 3). The value indicated by
the spring balance (i.e. the frictional force) divided by the scale model vehicle weight is
the friction coefficient value. The second procedure involved placing the scale model
vehicle over a wet surface, the same one as in the local slope set-up, and increasing the
angle of the surface up to the critical angle (α*) which triggers the movement (Figure
3). The tangent of this angle (tan α*) is the friction coefficient (μ) between tyre and
ground. Because of the more accurate procedure, the results of the second test were
assumed as more precise and the friction coefficients are given in Table 2. As observed
in these results, the friction coefficients ranged between 0.52 and 0.62.
In addition, all scale model vehicles were tested in order to obtain their
buoyancy depths. The aim of these tests was to reach the instability of the model vehicle
without considering flow velocity. In order to carry out these tests a glass box of 38.9 x
18.9 cm2 plan area was employed (Figure 4), which was sufficient to place the largest
vehicle. A small 2 cm diameter plastic pipe was employed to fill the box slowly with
water up until no wheel was in contact with the ground, at which point the buoyancy
depth (hb ) was assumed to be reached and it was scaled up to the corresponding
prototype as shown in Table 2. The difference between the water depth in the recipient,

when the model vehicle is inside and when it is not, indicates the water volume
displaced by the vehicle. Thus, a theoretical verification was carried out by comparing
the weight of the displaced volume (i.e. considering the water density) and the weight of

the model vehicle. The maximum error obtained (i.e. percentage difference between
water volume displaced and vehicle weights) was only 4.0%.
Scale effects
So far, Froude similarity has been assumed allowing scaling model results up to
corresponding real-world prototype. In fact, the adequacy of this similarity may only be
ascertained if the scaled results (i.e. pairs of flow depth-velocity that generated vehicle
instabilities) coincide to corresponding real-world prototype. All physical models with a
scale ratio λ≠1 will have scale effects, as long as the fluid was the same, since just one
identical force ratio or non-dimensional number (e.g. Froude number) can be fixed in
both (i.e. model and prototype) at a time. However, these scale effects can often be
neglected and methods exist to identify if those are important or not. According to
Heller (2011) a scale series method has been carried out herein, through the comparison
of the instability-tests results for three different scale model vehicles, Mini Cooper, of
different scale ratios (λ), 1:24, 1:18 and 1:14 (Table 1 and Figure 5).
The larger scale ratio (1:14) acts as a reference point, as it was the prototype. In
this sense, the three scale models were tested in order to delineate a threshold function
based on the instability points obtained in each test. The procedure for determining an
instability point was to place the model vehicle in the testing section of the local slope
set-up, and after establishing a slope the flow rate was increased until it caused the
movement of the scale model vehicle. The measured water depth and calculated
velocity was the pair of values that defined one instability point in the water depthvelocity domain. For each established slope and discharge increment (i.e. for each
combination test) the model vehicles were placed in all orientations, considering it as an
instability point if the model vehicle moved in one of them. Figure 6 shows scaled up
prototype representation of each instability point for the three scale ratios (1:24, 1:18

and 1:14) of the Mini Cooper model. A fit of a (v·y) function was used to represent the
total set of instability points for all three scaled Mini Cooper. It can be noted a proper fit
with a square correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.89. Such adequate behaviour indicates
that this reproduced phenomenon follows the Froude similarity.
Stability threshold for the tested model vehicles
After proving the adequacy of Froude similarity, all scale model vehicles can be tested
and the measured hydraulic variables can be scaled up to the corresponding prototype
according to the scale ratio of the tested model vehicle.
All model vehicles were tested following the same procedure as explained in the
previous section. As proposed in AR&R guideline (Shand et al., 2011), in order to offer
the most standard threshold possible (v·y) functions have been adjusted ((v·y)fit) to the
set of instability points for each model vehicle (Figure 7). This fit was conducted
through the sum minimization of the vertical distances between the instability points
and the (v·y) function. An additional (v·y)min function has been represented by the
instability point with the lowest product of depth and velocity. Pairs of curves ((v·y)min
and (v·y)fit) are very close for all cases due to a good correlation (i.e. high R2 values) of
the adjusted curve (v·y) for each model vehicle. The proposed stability threshold is
completed with a horizontal line from the buoyancy depth until it crosses the fitted (v·y)
function. According to the proposed threshold function shape, it is assumed that the
instabilities for low velocities are practically due to buoyancy, as was considered by
Shand et al. (2011).
4.

Methodology for obtaining the stability threshold of any real vehicle

When all the proposed stability functions are shown on one diagram (Figure 8) it is
observed that the higher the location of the stability threshold, the higher the modified

stability coefficient. Naturally and according to the meaning of this coefficient, it means
that both the safety zone and the modified stability coefficient have to increase in
parallel. The scatterplot of the variables (v·y) constant function and modified stability
coefficient shows an adequate linear correlation between both variables (Table 3 and
Figure 9) with a square of correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.93. This adequate correlation
enables to obtain whatever (v·y) threshold function for a given modified stability
coefficient (7), which is obtained only with the characteristics of any real vehicle.
(𝑣𝑣 · 𝑦𝑦) = 0.0158 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 0.32

(9)

In order to define the stability threshold fully, theoretic buoyancy depth can be
calculated by expression (8).
ℎ𝑏𝑏 = 𝜌𝜌

𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐

𝑤𝑤 ∙𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 ∙𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐

+ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

(10)

where hb is the buoyancy depth, Mc is the weight of the vehicle, ρw is the water

density, lc is the length of the vehicle, bc is the width of the vehicle and GC is the

ground clearance of the vehicle.

The derivation of this equation responds to the same criterion conducted to verify the
results of experimental buoyancy tests, which was demonstrated to be accurate.
On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, there is a great uncertainty in
determination of friction coefficient, which must be taken into account. In that respect,
two modified stability coefficients may be considered, a minimum and a maximum one
according to the range of friction coefficients (0.25 to 0.75) proposed by Gerard (2006).
These two modified stability coefficients will lead to two stability thresholds (9), the
upper and the lower one, delineating the uncertainty area between them (Figure 10).

Therefore, this methodology enables to obtain a safety or stable zone in the flow
depth-velocity domain, which could be as accurate as the determination of friction. If
pairs of values flow depth-velocity are in the uncertainty zone, a more detailed study
regarding friction coefficient should be conducted in order to take decisions.
A comprehensive validation has been carried out in order to guarantee the
adequacy of the proposed method. In the studies of Xia et al. (2013) an Audi Q7 model
was tested and the same scale ratio was considered. A direct comparison has been
undertaken as Figure 11 shows, where both previous and current study results are
overlapped in the same scatterplot. All the instability points obtained by Xia et al.
(2013) are found beyond the (v·y)fit stability threshold, which means that the proposed
stable zone is adequate. On the other hand, the herein proposed method has been
applied to the other tested model vehicle in Xia et al. (2013), also shown in Figure 11.
In this case, on the basis of the characteristics of the Honda Accord model, the upper
and lower stability threshold have been calculated (9) as well as the theoretical
buoyancy depth (8). It can be observed that all the instability points obtained for the
Honda Accord model are found beyond the stable zone, and out of the uncertainty zone,
which indicates the adequacy and accuracy of the proposed method.
5.

Comparative study with other stability criteria

The main and up to date criterion regarding stability of vehicles is the one proposed in
the Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R) guideline. In order to update the 1987
edition of AR&R, this guideline was revised. This revision consists of 21 projects
designed to fill knowledge gaps that have arisen since the 1987 edition. The “revision
project 10: Appropriate Safety Criteria for Vehicles” (Shand et al. 2011) presented a
comprehensive comparison between previous guidelines and recommendations for
vehicle stability and experimental and theoretical studies. The AR&R criterion

guarantees the stability of three types of vehicles: small passenger, large passenger and
large 4WD. A comparison of the proposed method must be conducted in order to
analyse the differences between both criteria. Firstly, the overlapping of the AR&R
criterion and the minimum stability threshold (i.e. Mini Cooper model) and maximum
stability threshold (i.e. Mercedes AMG) is shown in Figure 12. The lower threshold
obtained for Mini Cooper model seems to offer a proper fit with “large passenger”
stability threshold.
However, the development of the AR&R criterion was conducted on the basis of
friction coefficient of 0.3 which is much lower that the value of 0.53 for the tested Mini
Cooper model. In this way, according to the herein proposed method and fixing a value
of 0.3 for friction coefficient, it is possible to obtain the characteristics of the vehicle
which the stability threshold is adapted for. Figure 13 shows the most adapted vehicles
for both large passenger and large 4WD stability thresholds. In the first case, after
fixing the ground clearance of 0.12 as AR&R guide proposes for this type of vehicle, a
vehicle of 4.3 m length, 1.3 m width and 1250 kg is obtained. In the second case, after
fixing the ground clearance of 0.22 as AR&R guide proposes for this type of vehicle, a
vehicle of 4.5 m length, 1.7 m width and 2000 kg is obtained. In both cases the stable
zone is only a bit smaller, almost negligible for the large 4WD type, according to the
proposed method, because of a lower value of the theoretical value of the buoyancy
depth (10). It should be noted that the stability (v·y) function of 0.60 m2·s-2 in AR&R
guideline was considered according to the stability limit for pedestrians, which attracts
attention since herein that stability threshold is proposed to guarantee the stability for a
2000 kg vehicle. Finally, not only a vehicle can be related to its stable zone through this
method but, in addition, any stable zone can be related to a vehicle with defined
characteristics.

6.

Conclusions

No previous experimental studies included a test with more than two or three scale
model vehicles; therefore, it was not possible to develop a general methodology for any
real vehicle. The AR&R criterion was the best reference up to now to guarantee the
stability of vehicles according to three types of vehicles. Nevertheless, the criterion
proposed there is not flexible enough to consider any vehicle with different
characteristics.
After a comprehensive experimental campaign, where twelve scale model
vehicles were tested, a new experiments-based methodology to obtain the stability
threshold for any real vehicle exposed to flooding is proposed herein. The experiments
were conducted with three different geometric scales (1:14, 1:18 and 1:24) and involved
analysis of both friction and buoyancy effects, which makes this the most
comprehensive research study to date. This methodology enables defining a stable area
in the flow depth-velocity domain with sufficient accuracy for any real vehicle. In this
sense, a tool is provided which decision-makers in the field of urban flood risk
management can employ, by defining a design vehicle and obtaining its corresponding
stability threshold.
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Notation
A = submerged area of the projection of submerged part of vehicle perpendicular to flow
direction (m2)
bc = vehicle width (m)
Cd = drag coefficient (-)
CL = lift coefficient (-)
GC = ground clearance (m)
Fb = buoyancy force (N)
FD = water drag force (N)
FG = effective vehicle weight (N)
FL = lift force (N)
FN = normal force (N)
FR = frictional force (N)
FV = vertical pushing force (N)
h = hydraulic head over the weir crest (m)
hb = buoyancy depth (m)
lc = vehicle length (m)
Mc = vehicle weight (kg)
PA = plan area (m2)
Q = discharge (m3s-1)
SC = stability coefficient (kgm-1)
SCmod = modified stability coefficient (kgm-1)
v = velocity (ms-1)
y = water depth (m)
λ = scale ratio (-)
μ = friction coefficient (-)
ρm = model density (kgm-3)
ρp = prototype density (kgm-3)
ρw = water density (kgm-3)
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Length
[mm]
355
205
152
262
287
315
255
312
345

266

345
347
370
334

Model
BMW 650
Mini Cooper
Mini Cooper
Mini Cooper
BMW i3

Mercedes GLA

Mercedes Clase C
Range Rover
Evoque

Porsche Cayenne
Turbo

Bentley
Continental GT
Speed
Volkswagen
Touareg
BMW X6
Audi Q7

Mercedes G55
AMG

Scale

1:14

1:18

1:24

1:14

1:14

1:14

1:18

1:14

1:14

1:18

1:14

1:14

1:14

1:14

Id.

1

2.1

2.2

2.3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

133

135

140

135

108

139

140

98

125

122

120

71

92

132

Width
[mm]

138

130

120

120

77

122

115

80

107

114

102

60

76

103

High
[mm]

20

18

16

16

10

13

12

9

12

10

10

5.5

8

6

GC
model
[mm]

280

252

224

224

180

182

168

162

168

154

154

120

126

84

GC
prototype
[mm]

0.943

0.878

0.852

0.768

0.407

0.838

0.610

0.268

0.542

0.464

0.426

0.087

0.192

0.709

Kerb
weight
[kg]

0.00613

0.00649

0.00583

0.00559

0.00221

0.00585

0.00502

0.00200

0.00421

0.00399

0.00321

0.00065

0.00143

0.00483

Vol.
aprox.
[m3]

153.8

135.2

146.2

137.4

184.0

143.2

121.4

134.1

128.6

116.2

132.8

134.4

134.0

146.9

ρm
[kg·m-3]

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.98

1.00

0.99

0.99

1.00

ρp/ρm

83.2

62.0

55.0

51.7

45.9

44.5

32.8

31.3

32.4

28.6

29.2

23.2

26.4

17.8

SC
[kg·m-1]

50.3

36.6

33.2

30.5

28.7

23.2

19.0

18.8

18.0

16.5

15.6

12.7

14.7

10.3

SCmod
[kg·m-1]

Table 1. Characteristics of the tested scale model vehicles

Table 2. Friction coefficients and buoyancy depths obtained experimentally for each
scale model vehicle.
Vehicle
BMW 650
Mini Cooper
Mini Cooper
Mini Cooper
BMW i3
Mercedes GLA
Mercedes Clase C
Range Rover Evoque
Porsche Cayenne Turbo
Bentley Continental GT
Speed
Volkswagen Touareg
BMW X6
Audi Q7
Mercedes G55 AMG

1:14
1:18
1:24
1:14
1:14
1:14
1:18
1:14
1:14
1:18

0.58
0.56
0.55
0.53
0.58
0.56
0.60
0.58
0.52
0.62

hb (cm)
(model)
2.80
2.15
1.65
2.85
2.90
3.10
2.50
3.30
3.80
2.95

1:14
1:14
1:14
1:14

0.59
0.60
0.59
0.60

3.60
4.25
3.65
4.90

Scale

𝝁𝝁

hb (cm)
(prototype)
39.2
38.7
39.6
39.9
40.6
43.4
45.0
46.2
53.2
53.1
50.4
59.5
51.1
68.6

Table 3. Relation of SCmod and (v·v)fit values for each scale model vehicle
Model
BMW 650
Mini Cooper
BMW i3
Mercedes GLA
Mercedes Clase C
Range Rover Evoque
Porsche Cayenne Turbo
Bentley Continental GT Speed
Volkswagen Touareg
BMW X6
Audi Q7
Mercedes G55 AMG

SCmod
10.3
14.1
15.0
18.0
18.8
19.0
23.2
23.9
30.5
33.2
36.6
50.3

(v·y)fit
0.50
0.49
0.49
0.59
0.67
0.65
0.69
0.87
0.73
0.89
0.89
1.09

Figure 1. System of forces acting on a vehicle exposed to flooding

Figure 2. Local slope set-up

Figure 3. Friction coefficient tests

Figure 4. Buoyancy tests

Figure 5. Three scale ratios of the same Mini Cooper model (1:14, 1:18, 1:24)
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Figure 6. Instability results for the three considered scale ratios of Mini Cooper model
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Figure 7. Instability points and proposed threshold functions for Mini Cooper and Audi
Q7 models
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Figure 8. Overlapping of all the stability functions proposed for all the tested scale
model vehicles
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Figure 9. Scatterplot and lineal fit of (v·y)fit and SCmod values for each tested scale
model vehicle
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Figure 10. Definition of the proposed methodology
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Figure 11. Validation of the proposed methodology based on Xia et al. (2013) results.
Comparison between Audi Q7 model tested in the present study and in Xia et al. (2013)
(left). Application of the proposed methodology herein for an Honda Accord model and
comparison with the experimental results of Xia et al. (2013) for an Honda Accord
model (right).
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Figure 12. Comparison between the current study results and the AR&R criterion
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Figure 13. Application of the provided methodology to obtain the most adjustable
vehicles to the AR&R criterion

